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About This Game

Elven Love will let you feel ancient magic on your skin! Immerse into mystical and mysterious worlds of Wood and Moon
Elves.

Despite shared ancestors, both races are different in many ways and falling in love between them is very unusual. For those rare
occasions, they have an ancient ritual of love which must to be done for the reunion of both kin.

In this experience, you will be witnessing ceremony preparations of two elves, connected by the spiritual bond of love.

Features:

Use magical wands to pose the elves, move them and do other interesting activities

High-quality elves models with custom skin solution

Two unique races with individual culture, surroundings etc.

Unique mystical, fantasy atmosphere

Immerse yourself into this experience by completing different puzzles

Watch elves dance with a passion for you
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Title: Elven Love
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Red Vibe Studio
Publisher:
Red Vibe Studio
Release Date: 16 Mar, 2018
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My opinion on the game, I like the idea of an alien invasion and you have to survive buy any means but the game just feels to
clunky and I couldn't move my character very well while on the atv. Some of the mechanics wouldn't work like I couldn't build
and couldn't use the pickaxe.

I reviewed the game here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=sN7y5HZ8pc4. This has a decent story, With likable characters and some old 1930's Noir
visuals and actions. Seems I've been getting away from my normal otome games that i love so much, To see what other genres
have to offer. This came at a cheap price with a free 2nd episode\/chapter with unlockable achievements. Its good all around..
Neat concept I just didn't enjoy the game play too much, not to mention the characters make you wanna rip your hair out lol see
what I mean here https://youtu.be/2AvZkTz91ns. Beat up and killed random strangers in brutal and hilarious ways.

Then went home to play Stick Fight, fun game so far.. PAID: $2.99 on sale. Good value for the money.
HARDWARE: i5 3570, Win10x64, 16MB, GTX 1070, SSD. Ran smoothly. Load screens might be a little long on a standard
HDD.

A demo is available.

A simple, inoffensive and cute puzzle game, in which you control 3 goblins with different abilities to get through a series of
story-linked environment puzzles (escape the level by crafting X to fix Y to get past Z kind of thing, with increasing number of
steps to get past in each level as the game progresses). The graphics are primitive but deliberately so, with a sort of claymation-
esque look to the models though it's a 3D game.

As an adult and experienced gamer, I didn't find it particularly challenging, but it's fun and has some good slapstick humor.
There's a narrator who comments on your actions, who sounds a lot like David Warner (Evil from Time Bandits, Jon Irenicus
from Baldur's Gate II). He had the presence of mind to correct some of the obvious grammatical errors in the written text,
which, based on the type of mistakes, was probably written by a Russian (although the studio is German). The errors are not
game-breaking, however, and the text overall carries a nice sense of whimsy.

The game has full controller support, which I found preferable to mouse + keyboard.

Recommended on sale, maybe at full $9.99 price if you're looking to distract the kids.. this is a brocken game. poor translation,
broken game play with the same area just changed. XD these humans can not have sex as it kills them XD, the one responsible
for this broken trash must be ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ or be handi caped in some way. you will die more from the text box then anything
(asuming you put up with this bs exscues of a game long engoth) aye i have deslexia but this guy is most likly getting the mental
help he needs. 4/10 for story and text 2/10 for controlls and -100/10 for the hole thing. do not buy think of your sanity!! overall
score 1/10 and i am being very gearus with the 1/10. Unblock Gridlock introduces a directive to this classic favourite puzzle
game. With a directive of helping clear the city of traffic jams, and well pulled off toon style polish, Unblock Gridlock is my
new instant favourite interpretation of the classic puzzle game.. Beautiful board skins, but wish there were more. 2 just isn't
enough :). Burn Zombie Burn has all the complexity and fun of a free game on the internet. I played for a little over half an
hour, got really bored, and stopped. It's definitely not worth the $10 they're charging for it.. Lots of potention. Really like the art
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direction. Excited to see what comes next!
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Either get this game on a heavy discount or for free (at least in its current state).

SAMOLIOTIK is an entertaining shoot-em-up like the ones you'd see on armorgames and the like.

Pros:

I liked the style and the music

It was an entertaining break

Nice sense of humour

With some refinement you could have quite the nice thing going.

Cons:

Your hitbox is much larger than the plane enemies'. They can get hit in the wings no problem but you can't.

Enemies are hard to see. Good luck telling appart the dollar symbols that can hurt you from the bg. This caused many
"mysterious deaths" for me.

No sfx at all. It's fitting but at the same time it feels lazy. Something to let you know the boss is dead would be nice.

The game is also really short but given that you always start from scratch I'm not really complaining.
I'd like to give it a neutral grade because SAMOLIOTIK's enjoyable but not worth going after. I got it for free so it was nice but
someone who spent one euro on it might consider it a waste.. i come from a bad review. and i've seen a lot of improvement from
the release to now..
now is a better game (twisted metal like)

they removed gold = advantage for exp, skins etc..

now i can recommend the game, is more stable, very less lag..

keep up the good work developers... When I think of literal trash. This is the thing that I imagine.. I got this game from bundle
and i give a chance this game but clearly this game have a lots of problem for release.First of all there a lot of bug and glitch
here.AI very bad.Graphics kind a good gameplay terrible.When the release, developers very work for on this game.. My favorite
of the three DLC's I bought, but also the most annoying. Being a Bruce Lee fan, this game played very much and looked very
much like his movei "Enter The Dragon". Man owns island, has a tournament at the island, you must fight the man.
A few new moves and instresting twists and turns. You fight a few battles and then find out you have been betrayed and musy
fight your friends as well in a pit. This is the annyoing part as you literally have maybe 90 seconds to beat 4 tough and 2 not so
tough opponents. I must have gone thru this 35-40 times before i finally beat it. Was a major pain in
my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Alot of people who got this quit because the couldn't beat it and got tired of trying. Was
not much fun.
But when you get to the last fight, it was pretty tough. Very tight learning curve as he can counter alot of your moves and vice
versa. You just have to figure out the counters in the game. Took me a few tries but was a pretty cool fight. About another 3-4
hours here. Good at the right price.. best wep
. best 59 cents i spent in my life. REVIEWED: Since the DEV has addressed the LEFT HANDED ISSUE. I now definately say
this is AWESOME. There are some small minor things but WOW. This is definately amazing. The colours, the detail. You can
climb a ladder to graff the top of things. AWESOME.

This is definately the best thing out there for pieces.

Only thing I would say is needs a train carrage on a platform or in the yar like Beat Street. I would think that this is one of the
old time favs for anyone who grew up in that time.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d7he8f2L_BE. Join Server
Kills 10 people without diening
People vote kick you
You are kicked.

10/10 Would kick again. It's Just Like Gladbeck
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